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august 2012

Foreword
by frank rebel – managing director

Well, it’s all hands on deck for DSCT!
Damen Shipyards Cape Town has been able to further fill its order
book (thanks in no small part to Jendo’s efforts!), for we have
again been awarded a contract by Transnet National Ports
Authority (TNPA) for the building of two 27m Pilot Cutters for
the Port of Cape Town. Delivery for these two vessels is scheduled
for the latter half of 2013.
The last three months were also pretty hectic from a ship delivery
point of view, in that three of the four remaining Stan Tug 2208
stock vessels were sold and delivered to various clients in quick
succession. Our second Multi Cat 1908, destined for a client in
South America, was also loaded onto a freighter in Cape Town
Harbour, following successful commissioning & sea trials. The
Fisheries Research Vessel (FRV 2808) for Angola was launched
recently and commissioning & trials are underway. The last
remaining Stan Tug 2208 has meanwhile also been sold and
delivery to the client is scheduled to take place soon.
Our third successive apprentice intake took place in June.
In total 16 apprentices (13 males and 3 females) have been
contracted, 4 of which were selected from West Coast College.
A Training Steering Committee has also recently been established,
to provide guidance & support to the Training Centre. We have
also steadily been employing additional personnel; thirty in total
since January.
Our Production Departments are working intensively on
numerous vessels, the most notable of these being the fabrication
of various sections of first of a series of two 50m Fast Crew
Suppliers (FCS 5009). The benefits of last year’s investment in
new (and larger) overhead cranes being evident. The seventh
Stan Tug 2208 is also well underway, with launch and delivery
scheduled for the end of the year. The Welding Department has
had a 100% first-time pass rate of the X-rays taken on the welds,

2

employee of the quarter
Paris Mxolo Sitishini is a modest hard working person who
inspires his workmates and shows a great work ethic.
His X-ray results on the Stan Tug 2208 have been excellent.
Paris has been with DSCT since 1998. He seldom takes time off,
is never absent and in general is a pleasure to have working in
the Welding Department.

so well done to Theunis, Warren and the welders for this
achievement!
All of this means that we are fast running out of workshop and
office space! Fortunately, the building of the new multi-purpose
shed and office block on South East Quay is progressing well,
and plans are afoot for further expansion of our facilities.
But more about that soon!

BBBEE

NEW EMPLOYEES

by Frits Nutbey

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

To remain competitive in the South Africa market and to be
given the opportunity to tender for Government contracts,
companies have to adhere and conform to a number of
requirements. One of these required measurements for a
Company our size is a Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment rating (more commonly known as BBBEE).
This is done on an annual basis and seven elements of the
business are scrutinized, measured and scored.
These elements are:
Ownership
Management Control
Employment Equity
Skills Development
Preferential Procurement
Enterprise development
Socio-Economic Development
We now have successfully completed 5 audits over the last
5 years and our current rating is a level 3 rating. By achieving
this, Damen Shipyards Cape Town is given the tools to
aggressively tender for various new SA Government contracts.
This will have a roll on effect of new Job opportunities, further
Skills Development, new Capital Equipment, better tools and
facilities and too many other positive spin offs to mention.
All in all, we are in a good position and we look forward to a
very bright future.

Damen Shipyards Cape Town would like to give a warm
welcome new staff members, Joy van Eden, PA to Frank Rebel,
Faadia Ally-Karriem, Assistant Buyer and Lynn Riley, New stores
administrator.
We wish them a long and fulfilling career with us and look
forward to working with our new colleagues.

▼
Left to right: Joy v Eden, Faadia Ally-Karriem and Lynn Riley

TRAINING – NEW 2012 APPRENTICE TAKE ON’S
by DEDERICK ROSS

As we all know by now, Damen Shipyards Cape Town has decided
to take on 10 new apprentices every year. This year however,
because of our interest in the west coast of Saldana it was decided
by management to increase our intake to 16, and after a process
of travelling to Saldana and contacting West Coast College for
candidates a selection of 4 students was made from 10 applications.

These were picked from Saldana, Vredenberg and Langebaan.
The remainder of a total of 16 were selected from applicants locally
and from within the company. All of these candidates had to
meet the N2 requirements to become an apprentice which can
be done at approved Colleges. The new intake of apprentices,
which is our third, brings our total to 36 of which 7 are female.

▼
Wayne Farmer (Production Manager), Paul Horsford (Outfitting Manager), Wayne Reginald, Frits Nutbey (Financial
Manager), Abdul Mallum, Jason Oor, Dwayne Williams, Granville Kwak, Chad Cavernelius, Ettiene Booys, Kyle de
Rhode, Nuraan Moses, Wafeeq Fakeer, Ayesha Gaffoor, Lee-Roy Petersen, Estrelete Julies, Shadrek Mhlangabezi,
Nathan Jantjies, Dederick Ross (Training Officer), Frank Rebel (MD) and Craig Trethewey (Project Manager)

dsct – Hr
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YN 556052 ‘pensador’
by CRAIG TRETHEWEY

On Monday 22 June Yard Number 556052, a 28m
Fisheries Research Vessel (FRV 2808), named ‘Pensador’
(Portuguese for ‘Thinker’) was launched. This was preceded
by months of hard effort by all DSCT personnel and
included many challenges.
ALE were contracted to transport the vessel from the yard
to the synchrolift. Due to the complexity of the hull and
keel, special cradles had to be manufactured to join the
two SPMT’s together for transportation. This proved a
challenge and many hours of engineering and planning
took place to ensure the vessel was secure and safe for
the road trip. Thanks to an excellent preparation though,
the trip down to the synchrolift went by without incident,
arriving at the lift at 07h30 Friday morning.
Due to a backlog on the synchrolift, the vessel was only
able to touch water on Monday the 25 June. Tug assistance
was used to tow the vessel around to the Elliot Basin
where the mast and final outfitting took place.
Sea trials will commence mid-August, followed by final
touch-ups and delivery to her new home in Luanda.

launches
YN 518522 MUC 1908 ‘Masparo’
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by Craig Trethewey

On Thursday 12th July 2012 YN518522 MuC1908 ‘Masparo’
was loaded on to the Cargo Vessel ‘Purple Beach’ for
delivery to her new home port in Venezuela.
This followed successful commissioning and sea trials,
which were conducted in the presence of the owner’s
representative Mr Ignacio Huici, and Mr. Ezequiel Najmais
from Damen Sales.
Preparation for transportation of the vessel included the
emptying of all tanks, (apart from 200 litres of fuel in the
fuel tank), fitting of storm shutters to all windows, and
the safe stowage of all deck equipment. The 150 ton
‘Masparo’ was lifted onto the Purple Beach using the
Transnet floating crane, which has a lifting capacity of
200 ton. We wish the ‘Masparo’ many years of success!

YN 509652 ‘CATHERINE’
by NEIL ENGELBRECHT

Recently our Yard Number 509652, a Stan Tug 2208, was sold
by Frank de Lange (Damen Sales Manager Europe) to Oldendorff
Carriers GmbH & Co. KG, a German ship owner with a 90 year
history as a dry bulk operator. The Oldendorff fleet includes 400
chartered and owned vessels – of which a handful are Damenbuilt vessels.
Modifications requested by the client included the fitting of a
towing winch on the aft deck, fitting of a hydraulically controlled
crane on the aft towing bitt and the installation of a SIMRAD
Autopilot and AIS system. The vessel will operate from Port of
Spain in Trinidad, which meant that the forepeak ballast tank had
to temporarily be converted to a fuel tank to enable crossing of
the Atlantic without refueling.
The naming ceremony took place on Friday 1 June, in the presence
of owner’s representatives, both from Germany and from its Cape
Town office. The vessel was named after Mrs Catherine Lessow,

Oldendorff’s S+P Manager. Mrs Lessow was not aware that the
vessel was to be named after her, so the DSCT team had to take
extra care to conceal the vessel’s name until the appropriate time.
The weather played along, and with sun shining down as Mrs
Lessow broke the ceremonial champagne bottle and christened
the vessel – the name was unveiled to her shock and surprise!
A big thanks to Paul Horsford and the carpentry & painting team,
as well as to Ricardo Daniels (Facilities, Health & Safety Officer)
who had the vessel looking shipshape, including company and
ceremonial flags. After the ceremony, snacks & drinks were
served under the gazebo at the vessel on the quayside.
The vessel departed on Tuesday 5 June, manned by a crew
sourced through DSGO. Delivery voyage plan was to sail from
Cape Town, via Walvis Bay, Recife (Brazil) and then on to Port of
Spain (Trinidad). ‘MV Catherine’ arrived with crew safe & well at
her destination on 11 July 2012.
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dscT news

naming ceremony ‘Save River‘
by craig Trethewey
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▼

▼

   ▲
Nomkhitha Mbele and Pumla Jikela.
Left to right:
Frank Rebel, Jendo Ocenasek, Friso Visser,
Pumla Jikela, Captain Dawie Erasmus, Siya Mthethwa,
Paul Maclons, Sam Montsi.

On 12 June the naming ceremony for the Save River was held on the
Springbok Quay. The vessel, a Damen Stan Tug 2208 (YN 509651) was
sold to black empowered marine services company Smit Amandla Marine
and will be operating in the Port of Beira, Mozambique, on a long term
contract.
Due to unfavourable weather conditions the official speeches were held
at Panama Jack’s Restaurant, however the naming of the vessel and the
breaking of the champagne bottle took place successfully on the quayside.
Mr Frank Rebel opened with a welcoming speech to all guests, which
was followed by an address from Mr Sam Montsi, DSCT’s Chairman,
expressing his gratitude to Smit Amandla Marine for selecting a proudly
South African built vessel.
Mrs Pumla Jikela of Smit Amandla Marine had the honour of christening
the vessel with the breaking of champagne across the bow and Mr Paul
Maclons of Smit Amandla Marine closed with an acknowledgement
address. The evening was enjoyed by all with light snacks and drinks.
‘Save River’ departed for Beira on Monday 25 June 2012.
We wish Save River all the success in her new endeavours.
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TNPA SALDANHA PROJECT
by ALF TINKER

Earlier this year, DSCT announced the final signing of a contract
with TNPA (Transnet National Ports Authority), South Africa’s
parastatal responsible for port operations. The contract will see
one 27m pilot vessel and one 20m workboat being built for TNPA’s
ever expanding operations in the Port of Saldanha.
As of beginning of August, the workboat (a Damen Stan Tug 2006)
is well underway with its third unit entering the production line.
Big ticket items such as main engines and driveline are on order
and all other equipment is currently being finalized, based on
several similar vessels being built at the yard previously.
The Pilot Cutter 2706 on the other hand, is a new design based
on existing hull forms currently employed in the TNPA fleet.
DSCT has collaborated with local Naval Architectural Company,
Triton, to come up with a vessel that will satisfy the operator’s
brief. What marks this Pilot Cutter apart from the other pilot

projects
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vessels in the fleet is the added performance requirement of
approximately 16 knots. Due to the size of ships docking in the
Port of Saldanha, as well as the nature of the port’s entry channel,
pilots are required to board the vessels as far as 20 nautical miles
out to sea in order to ensure safe navigation into the port.
With the further requirement that the vessel have round bilges,
it has proven a fine balancing act to increase performance while
maintaining a solid seagoing vessel that will stand the test of
time. The Pilot Cutter 2706 is also currently under construction
at our Cape Town yard.
Classification Society Bureau Veritas will be reviewing drawings
and conducting regular yard surveys, thus ensuring that both
vessels adhere to their very stringent shipbuilding regulations.
Both vessels will be South African flagged and therefore undergo
further scrutiny by SAMSA (local flag authority).
Both vessels are due for delivery in the first half of 2013.

YN 509655 ‘EPI SUCESSO 2’
by NEIL ENGELBRECHT

Busy times for our Sales Department, for Yard Number 509655, again a
Stan Tug 2208, named ‘EPI Sucesso 2’, was sold to the Epinosul company –
which operates tugging and other workboat associated services in Luanda.
Modifications to vessel included the fitment of an electrically driven capstan
on portside. The forward ballast tank was converted to carry fresh water
cargo and so a discharge pump and piping was also installed. The vessel
had to be dry-docked to allow grit blasting & painting of the forepeak tank,
during which time the hull and props underwent high pressure cleaning.
The bulwark was also painted in the Epinosul colours – Caribbean blue.
Three Angolan crew members arrived on Monday 21 May to familiarize
themselves with the vessel and receive training on start-up procedure and
vessel systems, facilitated by DSCT’s Services Team Gary Atkins and Brian
Kloke. The delivery crew was sourced locally and consisted of Captain
Chris Rose, First Mate Olaf Premion, Chief Engineer Danny Meyer and
Cook Brian Steyn. The ‘EPI Sucesso 2’ departed from Cape Town on Friday
1 June and steamed steadily at a speed of 8 knots to Angola, covering
between 180-200 nautical miles per day. Thanks to favourable current
and winds, the vessel docked in Luanda on Sunday 10 June. Daily position
reports were received from the Captain via Inmarsat satellite phone.

BOARD GAME – THINK OR SINK
by Nick Penstone.

You can tell that Wayne Farmer – Production Manager of DSCT
is never far from the Job. Last year, whilst on holiday with his
family he came across a board game that gave him an idea for
making shipbuilding and recognition of shipbuilding terms a fun
event. It is common knowledge that retention is greater if the
event is fun. So together with members of his family roped in,
he developed a board game of common words used in the
shipbuilding industry. The result is the DSCT board game named
“Think or Sink”.
The first task was to give the game a name, so we had a
competition amongst our staff who contributed with over
30 suggestions. The winning entry was submitted by one of
our newest Graduates, Sean Turner who suggested the title
“Think or Sink” Well done Sean.
After some discussion with our Printers and an Industrial
Designer, the game came to fruition and the first time it was
played caused considerable entertainment and education with
the new Apprentice intake. It is intended this game is played
on regular occasions from now on by all employees.
The pictures show our 2012 intake of Apprentices pitting their
wits and knowledge of shipbuilding terminology against each
other.

SOUTH EAST QUAY BUILDING

dsct news

by paul Horsford

On the 26 June 2012, DSCT officially handed over to Columbia
Construction, a significant portion of the apron area adjacent
to the South East Quay, initiating the commencement of works
on the construction of the new multi-purpose building due
for completion by the end of 2012.
The months preceding this had seen numerous sessions
around the table with Design Architect, Martin Geringer, and
various role players in an effort to encompass not only our
specific requirements and ideas, but also to incorporate our
changes and improvement suggestions as the building design
evolved.
The building comprises two levels and has a footprint of
1075 square metres and a total area of 2150 square metres,
ground floor arrangement has the main entrance reception,
and six workshop units each totaling 150 square meters,
whilst the upper level comprises mainly office space, kitchen,
ablutions and Boardroom.
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damen shipyards cape town SERVICE DEPARTMENT UPDATE NEWS
by Gary Atkins

To assist the Repair & Services department Damen Shipyards
Cape Town has purchased a container workshop which can be
placed close the vessels we are working on to reduces travel
cost and improve production.
In the pictures the recently completed container workshop which
is fitted with a welding table, storage shelving, lockable cupboard
for attractive tools and electrical and mechanical work surfaces.
The Repair and Service vehicle is a VW Caddy fitted with ready
use tools for possible emergency repairs we may be called out
to do.

▲
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Besides the services and commissioning work mentioned
above, we have repaired a collision damaged 33m Damen AxeBow Fast Crew Supplier (FCS 3307) from Mombasa. The repairs
were carried out in Simon’s Town because the synchrolift in
Cape Town was closed for annual maintenance. The ‘SVS
Dampier’ has an aluminium hull & superstructure and the
accommodation had to be completely stripped out to have
access to the damaged plate work. The repairs were estimated
to take 21 to 28 days however the job was completed in 15
days; this was made possible thanks to a great team of boiler
makers and service engineers, supported by DSCT’s stores and
purchasing departments as well as a recently retired carpenter.
I would like to thank the following people that made this
possible: Alf Tinker, John van Spanje, Cecil Petersen, Qasim
Jakoet, Roger Haman, Shaun Roman, Blommie aka Schalk, Elsie
Kruger and Don Connan.

Repairing the FCS 3307.
▼

With the amount of work Damen Shipyards has in Cape Town
and Sub-Sahara Africa we have had to employ additional service
engineers with more in the pipe line. In this last quarter we have
had service engineers in Tanzania and Mombasa on two occasions
for ±78 days as onshore support, training and repairs to four
3307 a 5009 Axe bow and a Stan Tug 2208.
Another service engineer was recently in Ghana for 11 days, to
replace propeller shafts and bearings on the Volta Queen and
will also be visiting Port of Spain Trinidad to effect repairs and
warranty issues on a Stan Tug 2208 (‘Catherine’).
DSCT’s Repairs & Services have commissioned four vessels from
our yard in Cape Town this quarter: a Multi Cat 1908, a CSD
500, a Stan Tug 2208 and the Fisheries Research Vessel
destined for Angola. Crew training and the fitting of winches
and cranes on two Stan Tugs 2208’s were also taken care of.

Top to bottom:
New members of Repair: Mathew Tueutjiua and Darryl Ormond;
The container workshop;
The VW Caddy.

PRODUCTION HALL 3
by Paul Horsford

With the extensions to hall No.3 now completed and the internal
re-organizational improvements in their final phase, we anxiously
await the delivery of our transport rail carts and CNC plate roller,
procured via Damen Trading Suzhou, a process that commenced
with sourcing, factory visits before and during fabrication, interim
inspection and acceptance reports and finalizing with the shipping
to DSCT, this facilitated by Patrick Slagmolen and his team.
Placing and commissioning of the above transport rail carts and
CNC roller will conclude the major internal re-organization of
Hall No.3 and we will commence with monitoring the efficiency
improvements that this brings about.

yard developments
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AAD 2012
In conjunction with Damen Public Relations and Sales Group Africa, DSCT will
embark on the realization of the Damen stand at this year’s Africa Aerospace &
Defence Show, to be held in September at Waterkloof Air Force Base, Centurion
in Pretoria. As can be seen from the graphic illustration of the Damen exhibition
stand (courtesy of Damen PR & CAS Exhibition Partners BV), we intend as an
exhibitor to be at the forefront in terms of both quality and visual impact.
Both public and trade invitations to the exhibition will be made available to
prospective clients and associates for this event.

Q

exhibition program
Press Day	

Wed 19 Sept	

10h00 - 16h00

Opening Ceremony	

Thu 20 Sept	

11h00 - 12h00

Trade Days

Thu 20 sept	

10h00 - 17h00

		Fri 21 Sept	

10h00 - 17h00

Exhibitors Function	Fri 21 Sept	

18h00 - 22h00

Public Days	Sat 24 sept	

09h00 - 17h00

		Sun 25 Sept	

09h00 - 17h00

QUIZ
Give the name and home port
of the Fisheries Research Vessel
in the picture below

Damen shipyards cape town
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